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Abstract 

We confirm the existence of the two ZG ( Jpc) = O+( O++) resonances fs( 1370) and fa( 1500) reported by us in earlier 
analyses. The analysis presented here couples the final states ?r’a-‘n”, rr”rro~ and ?r”vn of pp annihilation at rest. It is based 
on a 3 x 3 K-matrix. We find masses and widths of M = (1390f30) MeV, I = (380&80) MeV; and M = (1500-+ 10) MeV, 
I = (154 f 30) MeV, respectively. The product branching ratios for the production and decay into ?r”no and 7~7 of the 
fo( 1500) are (1.27 f 0.33) . 10v3 and (0.60 f 0.17) . 10F3, respectively. 

In three recent letters we have reported the obser- 

vation of two scalar isoscalar resonances around 1370 
and 1500 MeV [l-3] produced in j?ip annihilation at 
rest and which decay into ?ro?rO and vr]. The anal- 
ysis of the n-“~ov final state of pp annihilation at 

rest [ 41 revealed a new isovector scalar resonance, the 
aa( 1450). 

In this letter we report the results of a coupled chan- 

nel analysis of the final states $‘?rO?ro, 7~OrOq and 
r”qv based on the data presented in Refs. [ 2-41 and 
the vv scattering data of Refs. [ 5,6]. The method uses 
the extension of the K-matrix formalism to production 
processes described by Aitchison [7] which was al- 
ready used in the single channel analyses of Refs. [ 2- 
41. This gives unitarity conserving amplitudes and al- 
lows to determine the coupling constants of the new 
resonances to ?~OITO and r]q~ from a common fit. A si- 

multaneous analysis of a lower statistical sample of 
these reactions using a N/D inspired method is given 

in [8]. 
The apparatus [ 91 and the reduction of data on pp 

annihilation into 6 photons has been discussed e.g. 
in Ref. [ 41. After data reduction we found 712,000 
~T~~~?TO, 280,000 ?ron-O~ and 198,000 r”vv events. 
In order to improve the statistics for the n-Oq7 chan- 
nel we have set up a special trigger enhancing the 

fraction of events in this channel. The acceptance of 
the three final states is nearly uniform over the whole 
phase space with deviations of not more than about 
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Fig. 1. The Dalitz plot of the ~~~~~~ final state. Each event is 

entered six times for symmetry reasons. 

2%. Taking into account the detection and reconstruc- 
tion efficiencies and the mesonic partial decay widths 
into two photons [ 161, we derived the annihilation 
branching fractions: 

BF(pp+r”~on-a) = (6.2 f 1.0) . 10-3, 
BF(l!~pp-?~~?r~q) = (6.7 f 1.2) . 10-3, (1) 

BF(PP-~~YZ) = (2.0 f 0.4) . 10-3. 

We now briefly recall the main features of the 
?ro?ron-e, ?r”#v and ?roqq Dalitz plots. The 3~’ 
Dali@ plot (Fig. 1) shows a strong contribution from 
pp+f2( 1270)~’ with a decay angular distribution 
peaked in the forward and backward directions. This 
is characteristic for a spin-2 particle produced from 
the ‘SO state of the pp atom. In the three corners, a 
clear homogeneously populated band, due to the new 
scalar meson fa( 1500)) and a blob are observed. The 
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Fig. 2. The Dalitz plot of the ?r”vv final state. Each event is Fig. 3. The Dalitz plot of the ?r”rov final state. Each event is 
entered twice for symmetry reasons. entered twice for symmetry reasons. 

latter can be explained partly by interfering reflec- 
tions from the low-energy ?r”$ interaction, partly 
by a tensor resonance at 1520MeV [ 1,2]. The mass 
and width of the fc( 1500) were determined to be 
A4 = (lSOO-+ 15)MeV and I’ = (120~!=25)MeV, 
respectively. Finally we notice a faint dip around 
1 GeV evidencing production of the fa(980). This 
feature requires the introduction of a coupling to the 
KK channel. The 37r” data can be described using ‘SO 
as initial state only [ 21 (see also [ 1 ] ) ; the inclusion 
of atomic P states, however, improved the fit and led 
to a contribution of 30-50 % P-wave [ 21. 

In the 77.‘~~ Dalitz plot (Fig. 2) one observes an ac- 
cumulation of events in the center, originating from the 
triple interference of two aa(980) and an qq band at 
about 1500 MeV. Additional intensity is also observed 
as an or) band at a mass of ( 1360 =k 35) MeV, which 
we call fa ( 1370). The structure at 1500 MeV required 
the introduction of both a O++ and a 2++ wave resonat- 
ing at (1505 f 15) MeV and (1530 f 15) MeV, re- 
spectively. The scalar resonance has a width of ( 120 + 
30) MeV while the width of the tensor resonance is 
rather uncertain. For the rra~~ Dalitz plot a good fit 
was obtained assuming pure S-wave annihilation [ 31. 

The bosom Dalitz plot (Fig. 3) exhibits clear evi- 
dencefortheaa(980),thefa(980) andtheaz(1320). 
These intermediate states interfere strongly with each 

a*( 1320) 
k 

mZh077> IGeV? 

other, indicating the dominance of a single initial state 
‘SO. Beside the fa( 980) a resonance at a mass of 
1330 MeV was required in the nq S-wave. A satisfac- 
tory description of this annihilation channel can only 
be achieved with the introduction of a new isovector 
scalar resonance a~( 1450) 141 with a mass of (M = 
1450f40) MeV and a width of lY = (27Ok40) MeV. 

We now turn to the amplitudes for the coupled chan- 
nel analysis. The partial wave analysis of the Dalitz 
plots was carried out using the K-matrix formalism 
in an extension to production processes which we 
call the P-vector approach [ 101. We shall use the 
same method consistently to describe the three Dalitz 
plots simultaneously. The transition amplitudes are 
constructed as 

&x(p, 4) = c zJK,L,j(p, 4) Fr(q) &P). (2) 

The initial pp state is characterized by the quantum 
numbers Jpc, the final state by the quantum numbers 
L, I (L = angular momentum between the isobar and 
the recoil meson of momenta fp; I = angular momen- 
tum of the isobar splitting into two mesons of mo- 
menta &q) . 

The angular distribution is described by spin-parity 
functions ZJpc,L,I (p, q) as given by Zemach [ 11 I. The 
dynamical functions F’ consist of the product of a 
propagator (I - iKp) -l with a production vector P 
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[ 101. We suppress the index 1 and obtain the vector T = (I - iKp)-‘K. (7) 

F = (I - iKp)-‘Z? (3) 

In these formulae, Z is the identity matrix and p 

the two-body phase space (p = 2q/m, q the decay 
momentum). The production vector P is given by a 
sum over resonance poles (with summation index n) 

produced with complex strengths ,&: 

The amplitude plT11 is applied to the v?r scattering 
data on phase shift and inelasticity [ 567. 

Note that the K-matrix poles are not the physical 
pole positions (Breit-Wigner poles), Those are ob- 
tained from the reaction amplitude in the complex en- 
ergy plane. The introduction of a coupling to the Kl? 
channel is motivated by the behaviour of vr~ and rrr 
at the Kl? threshold. Since no data on Kl? were in- 
cluded in this analysis, the width rKK parameterizes 
the inelasticity to unconsidered open channels. 

PLy gaiB’ Pi=Cm2 _m;* 
n a 

(4) 

The Bf represent centrifugal barrier factors [ 121. The 

resonances couple to the different final states i with 
couplings gai: 

&i = J ma rai 

pi(m,>’ 
(5) 

The Iai are the partial widths of pole LL into the final 
state i. 

In the coupled channel analysis one can be more re- 
strictive concerning the production strengths pa. The 
production of a resonance in combination with a spec- 
tator particle is controlled by the ,& while its de- 
cay into two body channels is described by the par- 
tial widths. A resonance seen in different final states 
in combination with the same spectator particle cor- 

responds to the same production mechanism: there- 
fore, the pn are equal. The creation of a resonance 
recoiling against different spectators does not set such 
a constraint. As an example of different productions 
consider the fu(980) which is observed as a peak in 
71-O&r, (7 recoiling) and as a dip in $r”ro (r” re- 
coiling). 

The coupling of different channels is achieved by 
an appropriate choice of a K-matrix 

Kjj(m) = c g~~~B~ + 
a a 

(6) 

with cij being real constants which are only relevant 
for the TV S-wave. We guarantee that the rr S- 
wave scattering amplitude goes to zero near threshold 
by multiplying the K-matrix (Eq. (6) ) with a factor 
(m’ - 2m$)/m2. The K-matrix is related to the rela- 
tivistic invariant scattering amplitude T, which has the 
same propagator as the production amplitude F, by 

Let us now discuss the parametrization of the partial 

wave amplitudes in the coupled channel analysis. The 
pole positions obtained for the rn and 7~r~ S-waves 
from the analysis of each individual annihilation chan- 

nel 3n”, dr~q and ~O~TOYZ are compatible [ 2-41. This 
fact leads us to assume that we have observed two res- 
onances ( fu( 1370) and fu ( 1500) ) , both decaying to 
rr and 77. The low energy part of the rr S-wave, 
which is accessible in 37r”, ?ro?ror~ and the scatter- 
ing data, in addition needs a K-matrix pole below Kl? 
threshold and one pole which parameterizes the steady 
increase of the rrn- phase shift. A common description 
of the data sets therefore enforces the introduction of 
four-poles in the K-matrix. Since coupling to the m 
channel is essential for the ~7r S-wave, we have to use 
a 3 x 3 K-matrix with TV, m and 1717 as channel 1,2 
and 3, respectively. The K-matrix in Eq. (6) can be 
rewritten as: 

K, = 
1 

m2 - m2 a 
( 

g&r 
&w%rr 

&T;&K &r&r, 

&K 

&‘&S7 &l&K 

&K2&‘1 

Gl 1 

a (8) 

with K = c, Km + (Cii). For S-wave (1 = 0) the 
centrifugal barrier factors Bf are equal 1. The gi, which 
depend on a, are the coupling strengths of poles m, 
in Eq. (5). Since we find new resonances in the mass 
range above 1.2 GeV, we use the scattering data [ 5,6] 
only for 7rr masses below this value. 

The ?r”~ S-wave exhibits a KI? threshold effect, too. 
Hence, we combine the ?T’T and a channels in a 
2 x 2 K-matrix which is applied to ?rorr%~ and n’r~v. 
The reaction amplitude calculated from the K-matrix 
is the Flatte-formula [ 131. Two K-matrix poles are 
found to be needed. 
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The ?r”r D-wave (~~(1320) and ~~(1600)) is 
taken from the analysis of ?ro?ro~ [4], 

The 7rn D-wave (f2( 1270) and f2( 1520)) is pa- 
rameterized by a 2-pole one-channel K-matrix in order 
to preserve unitarity. For the ~717 D-wave a 1 x 1 K- 
matrix is used. The expected contribution of the reac- 
tion pp -+ #fz( 1270), f2( 1270) + vr) is less than 
1%. 

It is well known that annihilation in liquid hydro- 

gen occurs preferentially from S-states of the proto- 
nium [ 141. For the coupled channel fits with a 3 x 3 

K-matrix we assume that annihilation takes place from 
the ‘So initial state of the pp atom; possible contri- 
butions from P-state annihilation are neglected. This 

reduces the number of parameters significantly. 

Before fitting the amplitudes to the different data 
samples one has to take into account the correct nor- 
malization between the data sets. The meson partial 
decay widths are included in the reconstruction effi- 
ciencies, and the population in the 71.0~~ Dalitz plot is 
scaled down by the trigger enhancement factor. This 
procedure does not affect the statistical errors but for 
the coupled channel partial wave analysis it ensures 
that the total number of events in one of the final states 
corresponds to its branching ratio (Eq. ( 1) ) . The in- 
tensity calculated from the total amplitude (Eq. (2) ) 
is compared to the number of events in each Dalitz 
plot cell of the individual data sets by means of a x2. 
The x2 minimization used the MINUIT [ 151 program 

package of CERN. 
Notice that the fit is more restricted in comparison to 

the fits made earlier on each single annihilation chan- 
nel and makes a common description of four different 
data samples. In this respect our parametrization gives 
a reasonable description of the data. The x2 contri- 
butions per data point of the ?~‘?r’& (&‘?rO~,rro~~) 
Dalitz plot are x2/Nd,r, = 2448/1338 (2657/1738, 
2896/ 1798). The total number of parameters is 34. 

In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the fit quality by compar- 
ing the ?r”lro mass distribution from 37r” data with the 
fit result. In Fig. 5 we compare the ~-‘r, and Q? mass 
projections from the n-c’vs data with the fit results. 

The fit quality achieved for the bosom Dalitz plot is 
similar to the one obtained in [4]. When data and fit 
results are compared to the Dalitz plots, no systematic 
deviations are observed. The description of the 7~rr 
scattering data yields x2/Naata = 46/39 (see Fig. 6) 
for the mass range below 1200 MeV. 

10000 I 
o.I 

500 zoo0 1500 

m(7r%r0) [MeV/c*l 

Fig. 4. The r”ro mass projection of the 3~7~ Dalitz plot. Crosses 
are data and the fit is superimposed. In the histogram, resonance 
mass positions are marked. Due to the symmetry of the final state 
their contributions appear at different places. 

As a result of the coupled fit the ?r”v S-wave 

(ao(980) and a~( 1450)) and the D-wave (a~( 1320) 
and a~( 1600) ) remain compatible to the results 
obtained in the individual analyses of ~“?ro~ and 

?r”vq [4,3] : The an ( 1450) mass and width are M = 
( 1470 f 25) MeV and I = (265 f 30) MeV, respec- 
tively. The corresponding parameters for a~( 1320) 
are M = (1315 f 5) MeV and I? = (112 Z!Z 5) MeV. 
Its contribution to the ~‘77 final state is below 1%. 

In the ?ro$q Dalitz plot a fraction of less than 2% 
non-resonant 7r”v P-wave is present. 

The coupled fit reveals that the rr D-wave requires 
two poles corresponding in the T-matrix to poles with 
masses and widths of A4 = 1268 MeV, I = 18OMeV 
and M = 1552 MeV, I = 142 MeV, respectively. Mass 
and width of the f2( 1270) found in this analysis are 
in good agreement with the PDG-values [ 161. The 
pole position of the higher-mass resonance agrees with 
the one obtained in the ASTERIX experiment [ 171. 
The contributions of these two resonances to the 3ti 
Dalitz plot are (13.9 f 4.2)% for the f2( 1270) and 
(9.6 f2.9) % for the higher mass pole. We caution the 
reader that the f2( 1565) observed in [ 171 was pro- 
duced from P-states of the pp atom in pp-annihilation 
in hydrogen gas. As mentioned, we do not allow for P- 
state annihilation, and therefore our rates for the state 
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Fig. 5. ?r”q (a) and the ~77 (b) mass distributions of the ?r’nr, 
Dalitz plot, fit and data shown together. Prominent scalar resonance 
features are marked. 

at 1552 MeV may not be compared to the ASTERIX 
rates. 

In the ~7 D-wave we find one physical pole at M = 
1515 MeV, l? = 328 MeV. The contribution of the qr] 
D-wave is (4.3 f 1.6) % of ?r”vv and it may account 
for more than one tensor object, including in partic- 
ular the fi( 1525). Assuming that the 2++ intensity 
can be assigned to fi( 1525)) the product branching 
ratio BR{pp ---f fi; f+ vr]} = (0.9 f 0.4) . 10v4 
is compatible with the upper limit of 1.3 . 10e4 one 

Y 00 400 600 800 1000 1200’ 

m@r) [ MeV/c’ ] 

Elg. 6. Scattering data [5,6] and the fit result in the rrn- mass 
range up to 1200MeV. 

Table 1 
S-wave T-matrix pole positions (M - ir/2) (in MeV) in the three 
relevant Riemann sheets with sign convention from [ 191 

Riemann sheet II III IV 
sign -++ --+ --- 

996 - i56 953 - i55 938 - i35 
400 - i500 1100 - i137 1112-ii144 

1371- i121 1407 - i167 1389 - i190 
1508 - i80 1501 - i83 1499 - 177 

can predict from the non-observation in pp annihila- 
tion data [23], so far, and the decay branching ra- 
tio fi( 1525)+ 777 given in [ 161. The fact that rr 
and 7~ D-wave seem to resonate at different masses 
and widths could originate from neglecting atomic P- 
states. It might also indicate that the D-wave param- 
eterizes a feature of annihilation dynamics (like nu- 
cleon exchange contributions [ 181) which is not yet 
properly understood. 

In a three-channel problem, resonances show up as 
poles in three of the eight different Riemann sheets of 
the complex energy plane. We follow the definitions 
of the Riemann sheets described in Ref. [ 191. In the 
isoscalar S-wave we find the pole positions listed in 
Table 1. 

The pole positions of the fa( 980) from sheet II and 
sheet III may be compared to those found by Morgan 
and Pennington in a comprehensive discussion of the 
nature of this state [ 201. From various fits they de- 
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ducedpolesat ((988flO)-i(24f6))MeVonsheet 
II and (978 - i28) MeV on sheet III (no errors were 
given for the sheet III pole position). The fact that two 
nearby poles were observed was used to argue that the 
fo (980) is not a KK molecule. The masses found by 
us are close to their result; our width is, however, much 
broader. One can see the discrepancy to the scattering 
data in Fig. 6, where the fit does not reproduce exactly 
the increase of the scattering phase in the fa (980) re- 
gion. The production data demand the larger width. 

There is a second pole with a position found at 
1100 MeV which is connected to the very broad pole 
at 400 MeV in sheet II; we identify this pole tentatively 

with the very wide ‘background’ resonance fo( 1000) 
suggested in [ 201. One may associate the pole with the 
scalar isoscalar ground state predicted in [ 2 1 ] to have 

mass and width of 109OMeV and 850MeV respec- 
tively. But for a Breit-Wigner resonance we should 

expect the pole position not to vary too much in the 
different Riemann sheets. We find that the position 
does move steadily from 1100 MeV to 400 MeV, the 

value found in sheet II, when we vary the sign of the 
coupling of the resonance to KK. This behaviour pre- 
vents a straightforward interpretation of the pole as qq 
state. In sheet II, a width of 1OOOMeV is found; so 
this pole parameterizes the attractive low-energy ~7r 
interaction. 

The pole positions of mesons with masses above 
the qr~ threshold should be extracted from sheet IV 
(for which the path to the physical region is closest). 
We find the following masses and widths of the two 

scalar Z = 0 resonances 

M = (1390 f 30) MeV; r = (380 f 80) MeV 

M = (1500% 10) MeV; I = (154 & 30) MeV. 

(9) 

The errors of masses and widths correspond to the 
spread in repeated fits with different representations of 

the production data and different weightnings of the 

data-samples. 
We estimate the fraction of events assigned to the 

fe ( 1500) by squaring the amplitudes. Strictly speak- 
ing, branching ratios are not defined when interfering 
resonances lead to the same final state. The consis- 
tency of the sum of individual contributions with the 
total contribution is encouraging. We assign a frac- 
tional error of 20%. Thus we find branching ratios of 

Table 2 
Product branching ratios 

BR(pp + PS X; X + PS PS) x10-3 

pp-+ 1~~fo(980,137O);fo + n-On-” 

pp+ ~“fo(980.1370);fo -+ ?IV 
pp-+ vfo(980, 137O);fo -+ r”ro 

pp+ 7rofo(l5oo);fo(lsoo) ---t &7o 

pp+ ?rOfo ( 1500); fo ( 1500) - T,q 

pp-+ ~"f2(1270);f2(1270) -+ dk" 
pp--+ ?rof2(1520); fz(1520) --f n”?r” 

pp-+ ?r”w(980);ao(980) -+ ?r”v 

PP-+ woWO);aoPW + dro?7 
pp-+ ?r0ul)(1450);uo(1450) ----) %-07, 

pp-+ n"a2(1320);az(1320) ---t row 

3.48 rt 0.89 
1.03ikO.29 
3.33 f 0.65 

1.27 sfr 0.33 
0.60& 0.17 

0.86iO.30 
0.6OhO.20 

O.Xlf0.20 
0.19f0.06 
0.29zt 0.11 

2.05f0.40 

BZ?{pp+71_ofl)( 1500); fn( 1500)-Pn-c~} = 

(1.27hO.33). 1O-3 
Z?Z?{pp+rnofo( 1500); fn( 1500)+?7~} = 

(0.60 & 0.17) 9 1O-3 . 

(10) 

The values are compatible with the studies of the in- 
dividual data samples [ 2,3]. 

In the same way the branching ratios for the other 
resonances were determined and are listed in Table 2. 
The low energy part of the rn- S-wave cannot be sepa- 
rated into the individual pole contributions. Therefore 
the ratio for the sum of fn( 980)) fo( 1370) and the 
broad object at 1100 MeV is given. 

From the branching ratios of the fn( 1500) in 
Eq. (10) one can calculate the invariant couplings. 
To do so the branching ratios are divided by the phase 
space factors j4il. Identifying the scalar resonance ob- 
served close to the 77 in the ?T’~T’ final state [22] 
with the scalar resonance at 1505 MeV one obtains 
for the couplings relative to n-n-: 

?rr:rZYZ :v$ = 3 : 0.70f0.27 : l.OOf0.46 (11) 

Here OTT includes the charged modes. Errors are cal- 
culated from the branching ratios. In addition the er- 
ror of the relative 77’ coupling accounts for a varia- 
tion of the fe( 1500) pole within a 2~ mass interval 
in Ref. [ 221. An upper limit of 0.36 for the relative 
Kg coupling of fe ( 1500) can be derived from bubble 
chamber experiment [ 231. 
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This decay pattern makes it difficult to establish the 
fu ( 1500) as a qq meson [ 241. A possible interpre- 
tation is the glueball groundstate which is expected 
at this mass from lattice gauge theory [ 25,261. The 
coupling pattern is in contradiction to expectations of 
flavour democracy in glueball decays. However, the 
observed ratios can be reproduced in a model which 
assumes a small admixture of qq from the nearby 
fa( 1370) in the glueball wave function [ 27,281. 

Summarizing we confirm our observation of two 
scalar isoscalar resonances by applying consistently 
the K-matrix formalism. This underlines the observa- 
tions of the resonances in the different final states of 

pp annihilations at rest. The close agreement to the 
analyses of the individual channels gives further con- 
fidence that two ZG ( .Zpc ) = O+ (O+‘) resonances exist 
in a rather small mass interval. 
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